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•      Economic restriction on SAND

•      Heavily reliant on gaming community

•      High gas fees

Key takeaways

Overview

The Sandbox is a blockchain-based virtual world built on Ethereum and is 

secured by the proof-of-stake consensus mechanism. It allows users to 

create, build, buy and sell digital assets in the form of a game. The Sandbox 

utility token SAND is an ERC-20 token that facilitates transactions on the 

platform, exposes holders to staking rewards, and includes them in the 

platform’s governance. By combining the powers of decentralized autonomous 

organizations (DAO) and non-fungible tokens (NFTs), the Sandbox creates a 

decentralized platform for a thriving gaming community. The Sandbox is on 

a mission to introduce blockchain technology into mainstream gaming. The 

platform focuses on facilitating a creative “play-to-earn” model, which allows 

users to be both creators and gamers simultaneously.

•      Founded in 2011 by Arthur Madrid, co-founder, and CEO of Pixowl, a mobile     

       game development company. Sandbox was launched in 2012 as a mobile  

       game.

•      The Sandbox Alpha game went live in late 2021, marking its first step in the 

       metaverse.

•      On separate occasions, Gucci and HSBC announced they had bought plots 

       of land on Sandbox.

•      On January 27, Snoop Dogg announced he’s launching a series of Snoop 

       Dogg metaverse avatars on Sandbox.

•      Sandbox partnered with Warner Music Group to create a music-themed 

        world in the metaverse as the platform plans to launch its first virtual 

       concerts in Q3 2022.

•      Built on Ethereum, the Sandbox combines blockchain technology with 

       gaming.

•        The Sandbox creates a metaverse of involved players who contribute to the 

       platform’s further development.

•      Valued at 14 billion

Investment Thesis

The Sandbox
SAND

Key Figures

Token type

Sector

Market Cap

Utility

Metaverse

$4.04B

Price $3.50

52-Week Range

Total Sales Volume

Total Value Locked (TVL)

Max. Supply

Volume / Market Cap

Volume (24h)

Market Capitalization

Token Type

$0.82 - $3.5

3.34 million

$141.94 million

3 billion

0.1136

$600,559,719

$4.04 billion

Utility

Market Rank

Circulating Supply

#41

1.16 billion
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